Batting 1,000
We* are currently batting 1,000 (that is, 100%) after well over 7,000 at bats since 1999.
By God’s grace, we (and His people in general) are able to correctly forecast some future events
(and, in the case of THIS stat in THIS article, we are also able to correctly deny claims tied to
other future events – ones in conflict with Bible data) because our predictions are based on
the explicit content of God’s Word. We have no control over our prophetic announcements.
In other words, we cannot fabricate prophetic fulfillments.
At this juncture, we’ll simply repeat our earlier thus-says-the-Lord prophetic announcement:
“The rapture of the Church will NOT take place in 2018, 2019 or 2020.” (see our commentary
blog CB1C;18 at www.truthfoundations.org/home/archived2018commentary.html , a blog which
also addressed this matter) This prediction unfolds in the context of daily fulfillment in this way:
“The rapture will NOT take place today.” This is True in light of II Thess. 2:1-12, the books of Daniel
and Revelation, Matthew 24 & 25 and, in general, in light of the full eschatological Counsel of God’s
Word. Since we’ve now entered 2019, we’ll make our calculations based on January 1, 2019.
So if we were to add – figuring from January 1, 2019 – another 731 days (for 2019 and 2020) to our
present at bat average, we will, at the conclusion of 2020, still be batting 1,000 … after 8,000+ at
bats. Each at bat when we step up to the prophetic plate, we seek a “hit.” Our prophetic hit is
this: Being accurate concerning our daily at-bat predictions that “Jesus Christ will not return today.”
We figure 1 bat/day due to the popular (but incorrect!) view which teaches Jesus Christ could return
any day.
As we did in blog B24;17 (posted in the 2017 archived weekly blogs at www.truthfoundations.org),
we need to confess HOW IT IS we are able to bat 1,000 on this prophetic topic:
The entirely of God’s Word is Truth – Psalm 119:160. As we allow HIS Word to say what it
actually says, we evidence our Truth Foundation, which is this: God’s holy Word. ANYONE
could share the batting average we hold. Folks simply need to affirm the unadulterated
Word of God and avoid mixing it with unbiblical opinions and/or interpretations of men.
It – the Bible – says what it means and means what it says, affirming the reality of various genres
existing in the equation. So DON’T look to us for Bible prophecy. Look to the Word of God.
May the Word of God enlighten us such that we are among those who
“understand” – Daniel 11:32-35 – whereby we rightly discern the season. May His
precious Holy Spirit bring illumination as we endure in listening to YHVH/YHWH God!
May we apply what we learn and obey God’s protective Counsel. Amen
This 2021 © handout (above) is provided by *Endurance Ministries and is intended to further
encourage the Church to go to GOD’s WORD for the TRUTH concerning accurate prophetic Counsel.
Our new (2020) thus says the Lord appeal on this matter, based on Scripture, is this:
“The rapture of the Church will NOT take place in 2021, 2022 or 2023.”

